
Of the highest quality adult Horse of the helmet
manufacturer AU-H01

The new helmet AU-H02-1 high quality horse helmet
CE, CPSC has been approved.

Product features
1. increase the thickness of the shell of the PC, the protection will be increased significantly.
2. high-density gray EPS material, light weight, impact resistance, and provides a reliable
protection.
Adjust head lock buckle, webbing of the PA, with washable pad 3.
4. lining pad, was equipped with a hot-press technology.
Five.D capability, we have independent R & amp; in the amplifier, is a direct helmet manufacturers.
China helmet suppiler Offers Best helmet for you!

Product picture

http://www.helmetsupplier.com/
http://www.helmetsupplier.com/
http://www.helmetsupplier.com/products.html
http://www.helmetsupplier.com/quality.html


Product details

 item Characteristic Any
1. Product
name Horse helmet Horse helmet

2.ModelNumber AU-H01  

3. Material  ABS + EPS 
  Adjustment, with nylon chin strap And, ITW buckle,
headkey-headring.EPS gray material, rear lock
Adjustment; cool comfortable pad

4.Technology  injection

5.Color Black Blue The color of any Pantone

6.Size

 S: 52~54
Senchi Metoru,
M: 55~57
Senchi Metoru,
L: 58~61
Senchi Metoru

Standard adult size 

7.Logo
sticker Printing,
watermark,
such as heat
transfer.

 

8. MOQ  500 PCSS  No less than 300PCS, each color

9. carton Size73 * 58 *
35CM

10.Packing  12PCS / CTN 10 pieces master CTN
11.Price term  FOB  
12.Shipping
way

By sea or air
express  

 13. Payment 
PaypalT / T,
Western Union,
L / C

 

14.Sample time 4-7 days  After we received the details of your sample
15.Production
lead time   20 to 30 days  After your confirmation to about also according in pre-

production of the sample, and your order quantity

 

Packaging & amp; # 038; transportation



About our head form

We will make the criteria according to the ISO / DIS 6220 standard, in addition, if we 95 percent of the
people, we are, in other words ... such as in the LIMAR, and worked have been various brands fit to the
user's experience of our head form that has been accumulated from the market for more than 22 years
from. Unique montaion bike in-mold bike helmet



 

Corporate information

Shenzhen Aurora Sports Co., Ltd. was established in the experience more than 22 years in 2012. 
Experts of all kinds of production of a variety of helmets for sports.
Excellent quality, reasonable price, fast delivery, we can get a very good reputation among our
customers. 
Expert in the order of OEM and ODM. Our skilled R & amp; # 038; D team, offers a one-stop service for
customers throughout. 
99 percent of exports and our main markets are North America, Europe, Australia, and the like Japan 
Your inquiry is very welcome, we will do our best for you is to support the establishment of a solid market. 
We, Masu victory a win-win situation and are looking for a long-term relationship.
Welcome to visit our web site: http: //www.helmetsupplier.com unique montaion bike in-mold bike helmet



 

Frequently Asked Questions

1. Do you provide OEM service?
We accept OEM orders for all of us of the helmet of the production line, including the logo and the label of the client. After
many years of exploration and development, we are confident can meet all the requirements. D ability, just our R & amp; #
038, us to tell us your ideas; we also, a strong R & amp; D team that has the amplifier, turn your ideas into concrete
products, relative inspection it can help you in order to pass the criteria Smooth to ensure the mass production, also, it will
help to achieve the maximization of profit.
 
2. Does it offer you ODM service?
Yes, in order to meet the needs of different customers, usually we will re-invest 20 percent of our annual sales for the new
product development. 15-20 are supported by a team of highly qualified engineers, we will design and development of every
season to a new public of the mold. About 5-6 after the launch new model is always, every month become increasingly
popular, will be released. Unique montaion bike in-mold bike helmet
 
3. Do you, can be supplied in a small amount of the order?
Yes, we will maintain some of the stock in full color of the way to meet need your diversity, we can accept in order to mix the
color in small amounts.

4. What are the sample policy?

We are provide a charged sample according to customer requirements. Samples are shipped within (without any logo) your
order confirmation after 24 hours. Sample in cash on delivery, will be delivered by courier. Unique montaion bike in-mold
bike helmet
 



5. How to guarantee the interests of the client?
It has a 360-degree guarantee policy:
A. Payment of the deposit with your order, before you sincerely welcome, after approved the sample,
That you pay a visit to our factory, we, that you will be impressed by what the we significantly have, we are sure what we
can do.
B. Before delivery, if we have large-scale production is not the same as approval sample, to support our clients in order to
arrange for a third party to inspect the quality of goods, we will be completely take responsibility It will be.
C. If we do not ship on time, it will occupy your losses.
We cherish all of the clients, all of the clients, you can enjoy our VIP service at any time.
 
6. You can make a custom packaging of my product?
Yes, color box can be printed with your logo and your local language.
 
7. What are the delivery method do you you offer?
A. For the sample order, we will use DHL, UPS, TNT, FedEx, the courier, such as EMS. DHL is our favorite. In addition, you can
your forwarder to arrange pick the goods from us. We are also, it is easy to clear customs, Brazil, and then ship the goods
via China Post for the Russian customer.
B., for a huge order, sea freight is the best choice.
 
8. What are the payment method?
T / T. PayPal. western union.
If you see a real sample, L'm always you love our unique montaion bike
in-mold bike helmet, please contact me. seeing is believing! ! !
 


